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Executive Summary

Type Carbon Credit Token

Auditors Rabib Islam, Research Engineer
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Souhail Mssassi, Research Engineer

Timeline 2022-05-13 through 2022-05-31

EVM Arrow Glacier

Languages Solidity

Methods Architecture Review, Unit Testing, Functional

Testing, Computer-Aided Verification, Manual

Review

Specification None

Documentation Quality High

Test Quality High

Source Code
Repository Commit

contracts (initial audit) 5fbfdbf

goddess-protocol (re-audit) d3fd116

goddess-protocol (re-audit 2) 2b86724

goddess-protocol (re-audit 3) 3417cba

Total Issues 12 (9 Resolved)

High Risk Issues 0 (0 Resolved)

Medium Risk Issues 1 (1 Resolved)

Low Risk Issues 7 (6 Resolved)

Informational Risk Issues 1 (0 Resolved)

Undetermined Risk Issues 3 (2 Resolved)

High Risk The issue puts a large number of users’
sensitive information at risk, or is
reasonably likely to lead to catastrophic
impact for client’s reputation or serious
financial implications for client and
users.

Medium Risk The issue puts a subset of users’
sensitive information at risk, would be
detrimental for the client’s reputation if
exploited, or is reasonably likely to lead
to moderate financial impact.

Low Risk The risk is relatively small and could not
be exploited on a recurring basis, or is a
risk that the client has indicated is low-
impact in view of the client’s business
circumstances.

Informational The issue does not post an immediate
risk, but is relevant to security best
practices or Defence in Depth.

Undetermined The impact of the issue is uncertain.

Unresolved Acknowledged the existence of the risk,
and decided to accept it without
engaging in special efforts to control it.

Acknowledged The issue remains in the code but is a
result of an intentional business or
design decision. As such, it is supposed
to be addressed outside the
programmatic means, such as: 1)
comments, documentation, README,
FAQ; 2) business processes; 3) analyses
showing that the issue shall have no
negative consequences in practice
(e.g., gas analysis, deployment
settings).

Fixed Adjusted program implementation,
requirements or constraints to eliminate
the risk.

Mitigated Implemented actions to minimize the
impact or likelihood of the risk.

https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts
https://github.com/flowcarbon/contracts/commit/5fbfdbfd17ce10b06d490478c7e5f862ba146904
https://github.com/flowcarbon/goddess-protocol
https://github.com/flowcarbon/goddess-protocol/commit/d3fd11661fa38e48b0caeda39ee68905d828d06d
https://github.com/flowcarbon/goddess-protocol
https://github.com/flowcarbon/goddess-protocol/commit/2b86724a014bca1bf4deccca20e3bb20035697fe
https://github.com/flowcarbon/goddess-protocol
https://github.com/flowcarbon/goddess-protocol/commit/3417cba3fd37cf2895466200725edc58aea6f630


Summary of Findings

Quantstamp has identified 12 security issues ranging from Medium to Undetermined risk levels. Additionally, we have found 1 adherence to specification issue, 6 documentation issues, and

1 best practice issue. We recommend addressing all issues before deploying the smart contracts in production.

: The Flow Carbon team has addressed all issues found in the initial audit. During the re-audit, 4 documentation issues, 1 best practice issue, and 2 test suite issues were found.Update

: The Flow Carbon team has addressed all remaining issues found.Update 2

ID Description Severity Status

QSP-1 Fee can be bypassed Medium Fixed

QSP-2 Vintage Limit Can Be Exceeded Low Fixed

QSP-3 No Fee Validation Low Acknowledged

QSP-4 Ownership Can Be Renounced Low Fixed

QSP-5 Missing Input Validation Low Fixed

QSP-6 Missing Events Low Fixed

QSP-7 Potential Denial-of-Service in removeToken Low Fixed

QSP-8 Unchecked Return Value Low Fixed

QSP-9 Checksums are not validated on-chain Informational Acknowledged

QSP-10 can be used to bypass offset functionalityburn Undetermined Fixed

QSP-11 Old implementations can coexist with newer implementations Undetermined Acknowledged

QSP-12 Possible to add invalid tokens to the bundle Undetermined Fixed

Quantstamp Audit Breakdown

Quantstamp's objective was to evaluate the repository for security-related issues, code quality, and adherence to specification and best practices.

Possible issues we looked for included (but are not limited to):

Transaction-ordering dependence•

Timestamp dependence•

Mishandled exceptions and call stack limits•

Unsafe external calls•

Integer overflow / underflow•

Number rounding errors•

Reentrancy and cross-function vulnerabilities•

Denial of service / logical oversights•

Access control•

Centralization of power•

Business logic contradicting the specification•

Code clones, functionality duplication•

Gas usage•

Arbitrary token minting•

Methodology

The Quantstamp auditing process follows a routine series of steps:

1. Code review that includes the following
i. Review of the specifications, sources, and instructions provided to Quantstamp to make sure we understand the size, scope, and functionality of the smart

contract.

ii. Manual review of code, which is the process of reading source code line-by-line in an attempt to identify potential vulnerabilities.

iii. Comparison to specification, which is the process of checking whether the code does what the specifications, sources, and instructions provided to Quantstamp
describe.

2. Testing and automated analysis that includes the following:
i. Test coverage analysis, which is the process of determining whether the test cases are actually covering the code and how much code is exercised when we run

those test cases.

ii. Symbolic execution, which is analyzing a program to determine what inputs cause each part of a program to execute.

3. Best practices review, which is a review of the smart contracts to improve efficiency, effectiveness, clarify, maintainability, security, and control based on the
established industry and academic practices, recommendations, and research.

4. Specific, itemized, and actionable recommendations to help you take steps to secure your smart contracts.

Toolset

The notes below outline the setup and steps performed in the process of this audit.

Setup

Tool Setup:

v0.8.2• Slither

https://github.com/crytic/slither


Steps taken to run the tools:

1. Install the Slither tool: pip3 install slither-analyzer

2. Run Slither from the project directory: slither .

Findings

QSP-1 Fee can be bypassed

Severity: Medium Risk

FixedStatus:

File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

In , when is calculated, the result will be zero if is less than . In this way, fees can be bypassed.Description: unbundle feeAmount amount_ feeDivisor

Consider verifying whether is greater than when is greater than zero.Recommendation: amount_ feeDivisor feeDivisor

QSP-2 Vintage Limit Can Be Exceeded

Severity: Low Risk

FixedStatus:

File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

In the function, it is specified that a token must only be initialized with between 2000 and 2100. However, the function can cause

to exceed 2100. This is because, although the function has a limit on the number of years that can be added to the vintage in one function call, this function can be called multiple

times and has no check to see whether the new value exceeds 2100.

Description: initialize vintage incrementVintage
vintage

vintage
Moreover, the specification states that the vintage of a token is to be bounded between 2000 and 2100.

Determine whether the vintage limits are to be enforced strictly. If so, add a check to to ensure that will not exceed 2100. If not, publicly

document the situations under which the bounds on can be violated.

Recommendation: incrementVintage vintage
vintage

Additionally, if there is a strict limit on how much a token's vintage can be incremented, checks should be added to ensure that this limit cannot be exceeded even when the

is called repeatedly.incrementVintage

QSP-3 No Fee Validation

Severity: Low Risk

AcknowledgedStatus:

File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

In the function, is never validated, meaning that can be set to a value such that, when is called, as much as of the

amount being unbundled is taken by the contract owner as a fee.

Description: initialize feeDivisor_ feeDivisor unbundle 100%

Determine an appropriate maximum fee and validate accordingly.Recommendation: feeDivisor_

: "Prices can vary widely in the carbon market. As such, predefining an upper bound could negatively impact the project’s ability to adjust fees to appropriate values given

new circumstances."

Update: Project Team

QSP-4 Ownership Can Be Renounced

Severity: Low Risk

FixedStatus:

, , ,

, , ,

, , ,

File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol contracts/CarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory.sol contracts/CarbonCreditToken.sol
contracts/CarbonCreditTokenFactory.sol contracts/CarbonCreditRakeback.sol contracts/CarbonCreditRakebackFactory.sol
contracts/CarbonCreditPermissionList.sol contracts/CarbonCreditPermissionListFactory.sol contracts/abstracts/AbstractToken.sol
contracts/abstracts/AbstractTokenFactory.sol

Every contract that inherits from the OpenZeppelin libraries and has the function . If the address designated calls

, the contract will be left without an owner. Consequently, any function guarded by the modifier will no longer be able to be executed.

Description: Ownable OwnableUpgradeable renounceOwnership owner
renounceOwnership onlyOwner

Double check if this is the intended behavior. If not, then override the function to make it revert on every call.Recommendation: renounceOwnership

QSP-5 Missing Input Validation

Severity: Low Risk

FixedStatus:

, , ,File(s) affected: contracts/abstracts/AbstractToken.sol contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol contracts/CarbonCreditToken.sol
contracts/CarbonCreditPermissionList.sol

Related Issue(s): SWC-123

It is important to validate inputs, even if they only come from trusted addresses, to avoid human error. Consider the following list of functions and parameters:Description:

• AbstractToken.__AbstractToken_init
and can be empty.name symbol•

• CarbonCreditToken.initialize
, , and can be empty.methodology creditType permissionList•

https://smartcontractsecurity.github.io/SWC-registry/docs/SWC-123


• CarbonCreditToken.mint
can be empty, allowing for the minting of tokens without an appropriate checksum.checksum_•

• CarbonCreditPermissionList.setPermission
can be empty, leading to setting permission on .account_ address(0)•

• CarbonCreditBundleToken.initialize
can be empty.tokens_•

• CarbonCreditBundleToken.finalizeOffset
can be empty, causing an offset to be set without a proper checksum.checksum_•

• CarbonCreditRakeback.initialize
can be empty.bundle_•

We recommend adding the relevant checks.Recommendation:

: "Exceptions:Update: Project Team

" : can be empty by design - not all Tokens will be permissioned in the future, based upon the issuer / registry• CarbonCreditToken.initialize permissionList_

" : can be empty by design, we might want to deploy empty but fill later."• CarbonCreditBundleToken.initialize tokens_

QSP-6 Missing Events

Severity: Low Risk

FixedStatus:

File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditToken.sol

The functions and are important but do not currently emit any events. This could impair tracking.Description: renouncePermissionList setPermissionList

Add events that emit when the relevant functions are called.Recommendation:

QSP-7 Potential Denial-of-Service in removeToken

Severity: Low Risk

FixedStatus:

File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

On L130 of , the balance of the contract in the token to be removed is checked: if nonzero, the token is not removed. However, a malicious actor can listen to the

mempool for and send tokens to the contract before is executed, causing the transaction to revert.

Description: removeToken
removeToken removeToken

Create a new mapping in storage which records the inflow and outflow of bundled tokens via the functions , , and . Use this mapping to

check that no tokens are owed to people who used . Withdraw the remaining balance to a designated address.

Recommendation: bundle unbundle finalizeOffset
bundle

: "We’ve added an option to pause bundling for tokens and are keeping track of bundled/unbundled/finalized tokens and are withdrawing the diff to the owner. This will

cover for accidentally/malicously send tokens via the transfer function."

Update: Project Team

QSP-8 Unchecked Return Value

Severity: Low Risk

FixedStatus:

,File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol contracts/CarbonCreditPermissionList.sol

Related Issue(s): SWC-104

Some functions will return a or value upon success. While ignoring them does not always cause problems, it can be crucial to check them in certain edge cases. The

following is a list of instances where return values are ignored:

Description: true false

ignores return value by• CarbonCreditBundleToken._addToken _tokenAddresses.add

ignores return value by• CarbonCreditBundleToken.removeToken _tokenAddresses.remove

ignores return value by and• CarbonCreditPermissionList.setPermission _permissionList.add _permissionList.remove

ignores return value by• CarbonCreditRakeback.setFeeDivisor _tokensWithFeeDivisorOverrides.add

ignores return value by• CarbonCreditRakeback.removeFeeDivisor _tokensWithFeeDivisorOverrides.remove

ignores return value by and• CarbonCreditRakeback._bundleAndTransfer token_.approve bundle_.bundle

ignores return value by and• CarbonCreditTokenExposure._bundleAndTransfer token_.approve bundle_.bundle

Ensure return values are accounted for at every instance. Wherever necessary, add checks on these return values to prevent any unexpected behaviour.Recommendation:

: "Except:Update: Project Team

" ignores return value by• CarbonCreditBundleToken.removeToken _tokenAddresses.remove

"We already check above if the token exists in the bundle, so this can be ignored.•

" ignores return value by• CarbonCreditRakeback.setFeeDivisor _tokensWithFeeDivisorOverrides.add

"It is only important that it is added if its not in, it does not cause problems if the token is already in; therefore we save the var declaration here.•

" ignores return value by• CarbonCreditRakeback.removeFeeDivisor _tokensWithFeeDivisorOverrides.remove

https://smartcontractsecurity.github.io/SWC-registry/docs/SWC-104


•
"Same.•

"• CarbonCreditRakeback.token_.approve(address(bundle_), amount_)

"Always returns true, so doesn’t add value to check it.•

"• CarbonCreditRakeback.token_.bundle( )

"Always returns true, so doesn’t add value to check it.•

"• CarbonCreditTokenExposure._bundleAndTransfer

"Same as within the rakeback contract."•

QSP-9 Checksums are not validated on-chain

Severity: Informational

AcknowledgedStatus:

According to the technical specification, Verra registers a UUID for every batch of VCUs purchased and credited to FLOW CARBON's Verra account. This UUID is used to create a

checksum that is stored on-chain when minting and offsetting. However, there is no way to validate this checksum on-chain. Therefore, in principle, the contract owners can call or

with arbitrary checksums.

Description:

mint
finalizeOffset

Devise a procedure in which an external agent can verify whether the checksums on-chain match the amount and UUID as determined by the Verra Platform. In the case of

discrepancy, there should be a mechanism for reconciliation.

Recommendation:

: "We do have an audit guide with an external audit company and are currently implementing this in our to-be open sourced implementation.Update: Project Team

"The Verra UUIDs are public within their registry and the checksum is just keccak. However, the way to derive the checksum may change per registry, therefore it’s not happening on chain."

QSP-10 can be used to bypass offset functionalityburn

Severity: Undetermined

FixedStatus:

,File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditToken.sol contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

It appears that the function in the contract should only be called by the owner to remove tokens or by the contract

when finalizing an offset. However, the function has no access control, so any token holder can call it directly to delete tokens. This might have an unexpected impact, as it will bypass the

functionality (e.g. the tokens will not have an , the will not be updated, etc.).

Description: burn CarbonCreditToken CarbonCreditBundleToken

offset offsetChecksum pendingBalance

Consider limiting access to the function and to registered contracts.Recommendation: burn owner CarbonCreditBundleToken

QSP-11 Old implementations can coexist with newer implementations

Severity: Undetermined

AcknowledgedStatus:

, , ,

, , ,

, ,

File(s) affected: contracts/abstracts/AbstractTokenFactory.sol contracts/CarbonCreditTokenFactory.sol contracts/CarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory.sol
contracts/CarbonCreditPermissionListFactory.sol contracts/CarbonCreditRakebackFactory.sol contracts/CarbonCreditToken.sol
contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol contracts/CarbonCreditPermissionList.sol contracts/CarbonCreditRakeback.sol

The factory contracts have a method to change the contract used to create new instances (of token, permission list, or rakeback contracts).

However, this is only important for new instances; previous instances will stay untouched. This creates the possibility of having contracts of different versions coexisting with each other, which

could lead to unintended consequences. Furthermore, the factory contracts are not aware of which instances were created with which implementation contract.

Description: swapImplementationContract

Determine whether contracts are supposed to interact with instances of older implementations. If they are, make sure to design contracts with backwards compatibility in

mind. Otherwise, set up a way to upgrade or replace old instances with their newer counterparts.

Recommendation:

: "This is by design. We don’t want sell people ERC-20 that we can change behind their back. Code is law :-)Update: Project Team

"We’ve designed the base tokens with just the fundamental building blocks, close to ERC-20.

"That’s why we extend the functionality with add-ons like rakeback or exposure. Future implementations will be closely follow backwards compatibility until a token is fully deprecated and taken

out of existence."

QSP-12 Possible to add invalid tokens to the bundle

Severity: Undetermined

FixedStatus:

File(s) affected: contracts/CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol

Currently, the owner of a bundle has to be careful when adding new tokens. Otherwise, a malicious token that resembles a could be added. This could lead

to unexpected effects on L146 or simply allow a malicious user to bundle worthless tokens and unbundle another one that does have value. Moreover, a could be

added, and once bundled, it is unclear what will happen.

Description: CarbonCreditToken
CarbonCreditBundleToken

Consider validating in that tokens being added were created by .Recommendation: addToken CarbonCreditTokenFactory

Automated Analyses

Slither

Slither has detected 105 results, most of which have been filtered out as false positives. The remaining results have been incorporated in the findings above.



Adherence to Specification

1. According to the code documentation, the name and the symbol of the Carbon tokens have to be unique within the FLOW CARBON ecosystem. However, this is not
checked anywhere in the contracts.

: : "The name / symbol is rather a thing within our internal systems and is checked within the database / internal creation flow. The contracts
do not need that functionality and would work with duplicates and that may even be required if we deprecate a specific token."

Update Project Team•

Code Documentation

1. Structs are not documented throughout the codebase. Consider adding documentation to them as it will help understand their purpose and what their variables
represent.

: Fixed.Update•

2. L101 of is misleading as is a .CarbonCreditToken creditType string

: Fixed.Update•

3. The index returned by the function of does not guarantee the ordering of values inside it, so the value cannot be considered stable (it might change as
new values are added/removed). Make sure to document this in the methods that rely on that function:

at AddressSet

-- L67CarbonCreditPermissionList.sol•

-- L103CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol•

-- L95CarbonCreditRakeback.sol•

: Fixed.Update•

4. Make sure to document that for and to function properly, they need to be added to the of the
underlying tokens in a bundle.

CarbonCreditTokenExposure CarbonCreditRakeback permissionList

: Fixed.Update•

5. The events ( ) and ( ) are not documented.RakebackCreated CarbonCreditRakebackFactory.sol FeeDivisorUpdated CarbonCreditRakeback.sol

: Fixed.Update•

6. Typos
"off" should be "of"

L20ICarbonCreditTokenInterface.sol•

•

"wether" should be "whether"
L18/L23ICarbonCreditPermissionList•

L35/L45CarbonCreditPermissionList•

•

: Fixed.Update•

7. (Re-audit) : / - Typo - “te” should be “the”.CarbonCreditExposure.sol L22 L37

: Fixed.Update•

8. (Re-audit) : - Typo - “contracts” should be “contract”.CarbonCreditExposure.sol L11

: Fixed.Update•

9. (Re-audit) : / - Typo - “te” should be “the”.CarbonCreditRakeback.sol L28 L43

: Fixed.Update•

10. (Re-audit) : - Typo - “contracts” should be “contract”.CarbonCreditRakeback.sol L15

: Fixed.Update•

Adherence to Best Practices

1. There is significant code duplication between factories. Consider consolidating all the common code in . This can be facilitated in part by
using in the place of in the signature of .

AbstractTokenFactory.sol

address ICarbonCreditTokenInterface swapImplementationContract

: Fixed.Update•

2. (Re-audit) Without context, the values and in the function of appear arbitrary. Replace them with constants
that have meaningful names in order to improve code clarity.

10 2100 incrementVintage CarbonCreditBundleToken

: Fixed.Update•

Test Results

Test Suite Results

All tests are passing.

Issues found in re-audit:

1. : - "withraws" should be "withdraws"CarbonCreditBundleToken.test.js L869

: Fixed.Update•

2. : - "unkown" should be "unknown"CarbonCreditBundleToken.test.js L792

: Fixed.Update•



CarbonCreditBundleToken
✔ requires a token factory (59ms)
✔ requires a name
✔ requires a symbol
✔ can say if a token exists
✔ can increment the vintage
✔ can not increment the vintage as non owner
✔ can not increment the vintage by more than 10 years
✔ can not increment the vintage beyond 2099 (58ms)
✔ can not add tokens from a different factory (79ms)
✔ can not renounce ownership
✔ can add tokens (44ms)
✔ can add tokens with newer vintage (39ms)
✔ can not add non carbon credit token
✔ can not add tokens as non owner
✔ can not add tokens with vintage mismatch
✔ can not add tokens twice (46ms)
✔ can remove tokens
✔ can not remove tokens as non owner
✔ cannot remove tokens with remaining balance
✔ cannot remove tokens with unknown address
✔ can bundle tokens (39ms)
✔ one cannot bundle tokens with outdated vintage (40ms)
✔ can not bundle tokens with an unknown address
✔ can not bundle 0 tokens
✔ can unbundle tokens (59ms)
✔ can not unbundle if the amount is less than the fee divisor
✔ can not unbundle 0 tokens (39ms)
✔ takes exactly 1 wei fee if the amount equals the fee divisor (55ms)
✔ does not take a fee when fee divisor is 0 (94ms)
✔ can not unbundle tokens with an unknown address
✔ cannot unbundle more tokens than there are for the requested underlying
✔ should offset tokens (45ms)
✔ should not offset more tokens than one has
✔ should finalize the offsetting process (159ms)
✔ should not finalize offsets with an unknown address
✔ should not finalize offsets with the same checksum (51ms)
✔ should not finalize offsets with an invalid checksum (53ms)
✔ should not finalize the offset if it is not the owner
✔ should not finalize the offset if it exceeds the pending balance
✔ should not finalize the offset if it exceeds token balance (67ms)
✔ should discover offsets (64ms)
✔ should not discover offsets for unknown address and key
✔ should discover tokens
✔ should revert at unknown index
✔ keeps track of the bundled amounts (68ms)
✔ pauses bundling by owners only (48ms)
✔ pauses bundling is only emitting an event if action is altering state
✔ only owners can pause / reactivate
✔ non existing tokens can not be paused / reactivated
✔ withdraws orphan tokens (53ms)
✔ can remove tokens with orphan tokens

CarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory
✔ should return the token contract
✔ should swap the implementation contract
✔ should not swap the implementation contract for non owners
✔ should not swap the implementation contract for the null address
✔ can not renounce ownership
✔ should not clone for non-owners
✔ should create a new bundle token (77ms)
✔ should not clone for years before 2000
✔ should not clone for years after 2100
✔ cannot create a factory with zero address for carbon credit factory

CarbonCreditTokenExposure
✔ can offset a specific token (77ms)
✔ can swap a specific token (77ms)

CarbonCreditPermissionList
✔ can not renounce ownership
✔ has a name
✔ transfers ownership
✔ require an address when setting permission
✔ allows the owner to grant and revoke permissions
✔ disallows non-owners to grant and revoke permissions
✔ allows to batch set owner to grant and revoke permissions
✔ has no effect when granting or revoking permissions twice
✔ requires batch set permissions to have accounts and permissions of equal length
✔ supports discovery of the list length (40ms)
✔ supports discovery of the listed accounts

CarbonCreditPermissionListFactory
✔ should produce the list implementation contract
✔ should return the correct deployed contract count
✔ should swap the implementation contract
✔ should not swap the implementation contract for non owners
✔ should not swap the implementation contract for the null address
✔ should not clone for non-owners

CarbonCreditRakeback
✔ requires a bundle
✔ can offset a specific token (86ms)
✔ can offset a specific token with overridden fee (65ms)
✔ can swap a specific token (92ms)
✔ can swap a specific token with overridden fees (74ms)
✔ can set and remove fees (123ms)
✔ can batch set and batch remove fees (94ms)
✔ batch requires same length of fees and tokens
✔ cannot set lower fee than existing
✔ setting fee must change the fee
✔ can only remove the fee if one is set
✔ can only batch, set and remove the fee if one is the owner
✔ can not renounce ownership

CarbonCreditRakebackFactory
✔ should produce the rakeback implementation contract
✔ should return the correct deployed contract count
✔ should swap the implementation contract
✔ should not swap the implementation contract for non owners
✔ should not swap the implementation contract for the null address
✔ should not clone for non-owners
✔ can not renounce ownership

CarbonCreditToken
✔ should have set the name and symbol and token details
✔ requires a methodology
✔ requires a credit type
✔ requires a bundle token factory (38ms)
✔ should mint new tokens
✔ can not renounce ownership
✔ should not mint new tokens if the checksum is invalid
✔ should not finalize offsets with an invalid checksum (43ms)
✔ should not mint new tokens if the checksum already exists
✔ should not mint new tokens if it is not the owner
✔ should offset tokens
✔ should not offset more tokens than one has
✔ should offset tokens on behalf of other users (42ms)
✔ should not offset more tokens than one has on behalf of others
✔ should finalize offsets (47ms)
✔ should not finalize offsets with already used checksums (49ms)
✔ should not finalize offsets if it is not the owner
✔ should not offset if it is higher than awaiting (40ms)
✔ should discover offsets (53ms)
✔ should not discover offsets for unknown address and key
✔ should move off-chain if the owner burns
✔ should prevent unprivileged users from burning tokens
✔ should discover the correct permission list
✔ should allow the owner to renounce the permission list
✔ should prevent non-owners from renouncing the permission list
✔ should allow the owner to change the permission list if the token is permissioned
✔ should prevent changing the permission list to null via setPermissionList
✔ should prevent settings a permission list on non-permissioned tokens



✔ should revert if the sender is not permitted to transfer tokens
✔ should revert if the recipient is not permitted to receive tokens
✔ should transfer when both parties are permitted to do so

CarbonCreditTokenFactory
✔ can not renounce ownership
✔ can not create tokens without a bundle factory
✔ should transfer the owner
✔ should return the token contract
✔ should swap the implementation contract
✔ should not swap the implementation contract for non owners
✔ should not swap the implementation contract for the zero address
✔ should not clone for non-owners
✔ should not clone for years before 2000
✔ should not clone for years after 2100
✔ should create a new token (58ms)

142 passing (30s)

Code Coverage

Code coverage is excellent.

File % Stmts % Branch % Funcs % Lines Uncovered Lines

contracts/ 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditBundleToken.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditBundleTokenFactory.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditExposure.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditPermissionList.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditPermissionListFactory.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditRakeback.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditRakebackFactory.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditToken.sol 100 100 100 100

CarbonCreditTokenFactory.sol 100 100 100 100

contracts/abstracts/ 100 100 100 100

AbstractFactory.sol 100 100 100 100

AbstractToken.sol 100 100 100 100

contracts/interfaces/ 100 100 100 100

ICarbonCreditPermissionList.sol 100 100 100 100

ICarbonCreditTokenInterface.sol 100 100 100 100

All files 100 100 100 100

Changelog

2022-05-18 - Initial report•

2022-05-26 - Re-audit report•

2022-05-27 - Re-audit report 2•

2022-05-31 - Final report•



About Quantstamp

Quantstamp is a Y Combinator-backed company that helps to secure blockchain platforms at scale using computer-aided reasoning tools, with a mission to help boost the

adoption of this exponentially growing technology.

With over 1000 Google scholar citations and numerous published papers, Quantstamp's team has decades of combined experience in formal verification, static analysis,

and software verification. Quantstamp has also developed a protocol to help smart contract developers and projects worldwide to perform cost-effective smart contract

security scans.

To date, Quantstamp has protected $5B in digital asset risk from hackers and assisted dozens of blockchain projects globally through its white glove security assessment

services. As an evangelist of the blockchain ecosystem, Quantstamp assists core infrastructure projects and leading community initiatives such as the Ethereum

Community Fund to expedite the adoption of blockchain technology.

Quantstamp's collaborations with leading academic institutions such as the National University of Singapore and MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) reflect our

commitment to research, development, and enabling world-class blockchain security.

Timeliness of content

The content contained in the report is current as of the date appearing on the report and is subject to change without notice, unless indicated otherwise by Quantstamp;

however, Quantstamp does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any report you access using the internet or other means, and assumes

no obligation to update any information following publication.

Notice of confidentiality

This report, including the content, data, and underlying methodologies, are subject to the confidentiality and feedback provisions in your agreement with Quantstamp.

These materials are not to be disclosed, extracted, copied, or distributed except to the extent expressly authorized by Quantstamp.

Links to other websites

You may, through hypertext or other computer links, gain access to web sites operated by persons other than Quantstamp, Inc. (Quantstamp). Such hyperlinks are

provided for your reference and convenience only, and are the exclusive responsibility of such web sites' owners. You agree that Quantstamp are not responsible for the

content or operation of such web sites, and that Quantstamp shall have no liability to you or any other person or entity for the use of third-party web sites. Except as

described below, a hyperlink from this web site to another web site does not imply or mean that Quantstamp endorses the content on that web site or the operator or

operations of that site. You are solely responsible for determining the extent to which you may use any content at any other web sites to which you link from the report.

Quantstamp assumes no responsibility for the use of third-party software on the website and shall have no liability whatsoever to any person or entity for the accuracy or

completeness of any outcome generated by such software.

Disclaimer

This report is based on the scope of materials and documentation provided for a limited review at the time provided. Results may not be complete nor inclusive of all

vulnerabilities. The review and this report are provided on an as-is, where-is, and as-available basis. You agree that your access and/or use, including but not limited to any

associated services, products, protocols, platforms, content, and materials, will be at your sole risk. Blockchain technology remains under development and is subject to

unknown risks and flaws. The review does not extend to the compiler layer, or any other areas beyond the programming language, or other programming aspects that

could present security risks. A report does not indicate the endorsement of any particular project or team, nor guarantee its security. No third party should rely on the

reports in any way, including for the purpose of making any decisions to buy or sell a product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we disclaim

all warranties, expressed or implied, in connection with this report, its content, and the related services and products and your use thereof, including, without limitation, the

implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. We do not warrant, endorse, guarantee, or assume responsibility for any

product or service advertised or offered by a third party through the product, any open source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or information linked to,

called by, referenced by or accessible through the report, its content, and the related services and products, any hyperlinked websites, any websites or mobile applications

appearing on any advertising, and we will not be a party to or in any way be responsible for monitoring any transaction between you and any third-party providers of

products or services. As with the purchase or use of a product or service through any medium or in any environment, you should use your best judgment and exercise

caution where appropriate. FOR AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT, THE REPORT, ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY ASSOCIATED SERVICES OR

MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED UPON AS ANY FORM OF FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.
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